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This half-century was the formative era of the American nation. Historically, it is divisible into the years of
revolution and the years of construction. But the men who led the movement for independence were also, in
great part, the same who guided in shaping the Constitution of the new republic, and the intellectual impress of
the whole period is one and the same. Pure literature, or what, for want of a better term, we call belles lettres,
was not born in America until the nineteenth century was well under way. It is true that the Revolution had its
humor, its poetry, and even its fiction; but these were strictly for the home market. They hardly penetrated the
consciousness of Europe at all, and are not to be compared with the contemporary work of English authors like
Cowper and Sheridan and Burke. Their importance for us to-day is rather antiquarian than literary, though the
most noteworthy of them will be mentioned in due course in the present chapter. But literary epochs overlap
one another at the edges, and these writings may best be postponed to a subsequent chapter. Among the most
characteristic products of the intellectual stir that preceded and accompanied the Revolutionary movement
were the speeches of political orators like Samuel Adams, James Otis, and Josiah Quincy, in Massachusetts,
and Patrick Henry in Virginia. Oratory is the art of a free people, and as in the forensic assemblies of Greece
and Rome and in the Parliament of Great Britain, so in the conventions and congresses of Revolutionary
America it sprang up and flourished naturally. The fame of a great orator, like that of a great actor, is largely
traditionary. The spoken word transferred to the printed page loses the glow which resided in the man and the
moment. A speech is good if it attains its aim, if it moves the hearers to the end which is sought. But the fact
that this end is often temporary and occasional, rather than universal and permanent, explains why so few
speeches are really literature. If this is true, even where the words of an orator are preserved exactly as they
were spoken, it is doubly true when we have only the testimony of contemporaries as to the effect which the
oration produced. The fiery utterances of Adams, Otis, and Quincy were either not reported at all or very
imperfectly reported, so that posterity can judge of them only at second-hand. Of these the most famous was
the defiant speech in the Convention of Delegates, March 28, , throwing down the gauge of battle to the
British ministry. The ringing sentences of this challenge are still declaimed by school-boys, and many of them
remain as familiar as household words. I know of no way of judging of the future but by the past. Gentlemen
may cry peace, peace, but there is no peace. Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of
chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not what course others may take, but as for me, give me
liberty, or give me death! But if such specimens of the oratory of the American patriots as have come down to
us fail to account for the wonderful impression that their words are said to have produced upon their
fellow-countrymen, we should remember that they are at a disadvantage when read instead of heard. The press
was an agent in the cause of liberty no less potent than the platform, and patriots such as Adams, Otis, Quincy,
Warren, and Hancock wrote constantly, for the newspapers, essays and letters on the public questions of the
time signed "Vindex," "Hyperion," "Independent," "Brutus," "Cassius," and the like, and couched in language
which to the taste of to-day seems rather over-rhetorical. The life of Quincy, published by his son, preserves
for posterity his journals and correspondence, his newspaper essays, and his speeches at the bar, taken from
the Massachusetts law reports. Among the political literature which is of perennial interest to the American
people are such State documents as the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United States,
and the messages, inaugural addresses, and other writings of our early presidents. Thomas Jefferson, the third
President of the United States, and the father of the Democratic party, was the author of the Declaration of
Independence, whose opening sentences have become commonplaces in the memory of all readers. One
sentence in particular has been as a shibboleth, or war-cry, or declaration of faith among Democrats of all
shades of opinion: This piratical warfare, the opprobrium of infidel powers, is the warfare of the Christian king
of Great Britain. Determined to keep open a market where men should be bought and sold, he has prostituted
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his negative by suppressing every legislative attempt to restrain this execrable commerce. And, that this
assemblage of horrors might want no fact of distinguished dye, he is now exciting those very people to rise in
arms against us and purchase that liberty of which he deprived them by murdering the people upon whom he
obtruded them, and thus paying off former crimes committed against the liberties of one people by crimes
which he urges them to commit against the lives of another. Another famous Virginian, John Randolph of
Roanoke, himself a slave-holder, in his speech on the militia bill in the House of Representatives, December
10, , said: Randolph was a thorough-going "State rights" man, and, though opposed to slavery on principle, he
cried "Hands off! Jefferson has some claims to rank as an author in general literature. Educated at William and
Mary College in the old Virginia capital, Williamsburg, he became the founder of the University of Virginia,
in which he made special provision for the study of Anglo-Saxon, and in which the liberal scheme of
instruction and discipline was conformed, in theory, at least, to the "university idea. The debates on the
adoption of the Constitution, both in the General Convention of the States, which met at Philadelphia in , and
in the separate State conventions called to ratify its action, form a valuable body of comment and illustration
upon the instrument itself. But the most complete exposition of the constitutional philosophy of the Federal
party was the series of eighty-five papers entitled the Federalist, printed during the years , and mostly in the
Independent Journal of New York, over the signature "Publius. The Federalist papers, though written in a
somewhat ponderous diction, are among the great landmarks of American history, and were in themselves a
political education to the generation that read them. Hamilton was a brilliant and versatile figure, a persuasive
orator, a forcible writer, and as secretary of the treasury under Washington the foremost of American
financiers. He was killed in a duel by Aaron Burr, at Weehawken, in The Federalists were victorious, and
under the provisions of the new Constitution George Washington was inaugurated first President of the United
States, on March 4, They consist of journals, letters, messages, addresses, and public documents, for the most
part plain and business-like in manner, and without any literary pretensions. The most elaborate and the best
known of them is his Farewell Address, issued on his retirement from the presidency in In the composition of
this he was assisted by Madison, Hamilton, and Jay. It is wise in substance and dignified, though somewhat
stilted in expression. The correspondence of John Adams, second President of the United States, and his
Diary, kept from , should also be mentioned as important sources for a full knowledge of this period. In the
long life-and-death struggle of Great Britain against the French Republic and its successor, Napoleon
Bonaparte, the Federalist party in this country naturally sympathized with England, and the Jeffersonian
Democracy with France. The Federalists, who distrusted the sweeping abstractions of the French Revolution
and clung to the conservative notions of a checked and balanced freedom, inherited from English precedent,
were accused of monarchical and aristocratic leanings. On their side they were not slow to accuse their
adversaries of French atheism and French Jacobinism. The War of with England was so unpopular in New
England, by reason of the injury which it threatened to inflict on its commerce, that the Hartford Convention
of was more than suspected of a design to bring about the secession of New England from the Union. A good
deal of oratory was called out by the debates on the commercial treaty with Great Britain negotiated by Jay in ,
by the Alien and Sedition Law of , and by other pieces of Federalist legislation, previous to the downfall of
that party and the election of Jefferson to the presidency in The best of the Federalist orators during those
years was Fisher Ames, of Massachusetts, and the best of his orations was, perhaps, his speech on the British
treaty in the House of Representatives, April 18, The speech was, in great measure, a protest against
American chauvinism and the violation of international obligations. Is it a narrow affection for the spot where
a man was born? Are the very clods where we tread entitled to this ardent preference because they are
greener? I see no exception to the respect that is paid among nations to the law of good faith. Even in Algiers a
truce may be bought for money, but, when ratified, even Algiers is too wise or too just to disown and annul its
obligation. His eulogiums on Washington and Hamilton are elaborate tributes, rather excessive, perhaps, in
laudation and in classical allusions. His writings were popular and his arguments were of a kind easily
understood by plain people, addressing themselves to the common sense, the prejudices and passions of
unlettered readers. He afterward went to France and took an active part in the popular movement there,
crossing swords with Burke in his Rights of Man, , written in defense of the French Revolution. He was one of
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the two foreigners who sat in the Convention; but falling under suspicion during the days of the Terror, he was
committed to the prison of the Luxembourg and only released upon the fall of Robespierre July 27, While in
prison he wrote a portion of his best-known work, the Age of Reason. This appeared in two parts in and , the
manuscript of the first part having been intrusted to Joel Barlow, the American poet, who happened to be in
Paris when Paine was sent to prison. His book was denounced from a hundred pulpits, and copies of it were
carefully locked away from the sight of "the young," whose religious beliefs it might undermine. It was, in
effect, a crude and popular statement of the deistic argument against Christianity. Deism was in the air of the
time; Franklin, Jefferson, Ethan Allen, Joel Barlow, and other prominent Americans were openly or
unavowedly deistic. Free thought, somehow, went along with democratic opinions, and was a part of the
liberal movement of the age. Paine was a man without reverence, imagination, or religious feeling. He was no
scholar, and he was not troubled by any perception of the deeper and subtler aspects of the questions which he
touched. In his examination of the Old and New Testaments he insisted that the Bible was an imposition and a
forgery, full of lies, absurdities, and obscenities. Supernatural Christianity, with all its mysteries and miracles,
was a fraud practiced by priests upon the people, and churches were instruments of oppression in the hands of
tyrants. This way of accounting for Christianity would not now be accepted by even the most "advanced"
thinkers. The contest between skepticism and revelation has long since shifted to other grounds. Both the
philosophy and the temper of the Age of Reason belong to the eighteenth century. Paine rested his argument
against Christianity upon the familiar grounds of the incredibility of miracles, the falsity of prophecy, the
cruelty or immorality of Moses and David and other Old Testament worthies, the disagreement of the
evangelists in their gospels, etc. The spirit of his book and his competence as a critic are illustrated by his
saying of the New Testament: During the eighteenth century American literature continued to accommodate
itself to changes of taste in the old country. The influence of Locke, of Dr. Johnson, and of the parliamentary
orators has already been mentioned. It went through more than thirty editions in America, and was several
times reprinted in England. The poem is written with smartness and vivacity, attains often to drollery and
sometimes to genuine humor. It remains one of the best of American political satires, and unquestionably the
most successful of the many imitations of Hudibras, whose manner it follows so closely that some of its lines,
which have passed into currency as proverbs, are generally attributed to Butler. Trumbull, Humphreys, and
Barlow had formed a friendship and a kind of literary partnership at Yale, where they were contemporaries of
each other and of Timothy Dwight. During the war they served in the army in various capacities, and at its
close they found themselves again together for a few years at Hartford, where they formed a club that met
weekly for social and literary purposes. The Hartford Wits were stanch Federalists, and used their pens freely
in support of the administrations of Washington and Adams, and in ridicule of Jefferson and the Democrats. In
Trumbull, Hopkins, Barlow, and Humphreys published in the New Haven Gazette a series of satirical papers
entitled the Anarchiad, suggested by the English Rolliad, and purporting to be extracts from an ancient epic on
"the Restoration of Chaos and Substantial Night. The Anarchiad was followed by the Echo and the Political
Green House, written mostly by Alsop and Theodore Dwight, and similar in character and tendency to the
earlier series. Time has greatly blunted the edge of these satires, but they were influential in their day, and are
an important part of the literature of the old Federalist party. Humphreys became afterward distinguished in
the diplomatic service, and was, successively, embassador to Portugal and to Spain, whence he introduced into
America the breed of merino sheep. Joel Barlow cuts a larger figure in contemporary letters. After leaving
Hartford, in , he went to France, where he resided for seventeen years, made a fortune in speculations, and
became imbued with French principles, writing a song in praise of the guillotine, which gave great scandal to
his old friends at home. In he returned to America and built a fine residence near Washington, which he called
Kalorama. The first form of this was the Vision of Columbus, published at Hartford in This he afterward
recast and enlarged into the Columbiad, issued in Philadelphia in , and dedicated to Robert Fulton, the
inventor of the steam-boat. This was by far the most sumptuous piece of book-making that had then been
published in America, and was embellished with plates executed by the best London engravers. The
Columbiad was a grandiose performance, and has been the theme of much ridicule by later writers. Hawthorne
suggested its being dramatized, and put on to the accompaniment of artillery and thunder and lightning; and E.
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Whipple declared that "no critic in the last fifty years had read more than a hundred lines of it.
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Essays and Controversial Papers of the Revolution 1 2. A Dissertation on the Canon and Feudal Law 19 3.
Instructions of the Town of Braintree to Their Representative, 37 4. Governor Winthrop to Governor
Bradford, Nos. Applicable to the Present State of the American Colonies Surprisingly, John Adams has not
fared so well. This anomaly in the scholarly literature is curious because Adams is often regarded as the most
learned and penetrating thinker of the founding generation, and his central role in the American Revolution is
universally recognized. As a Revolutionary statesman, he will always be remembered as an important leader
of the radical political movement in Boston and as one of the earliest and most principled voices for
independence in the Continental Congress. Likewise, as a public intellectual, Adams wrote some of the most
important and influential essays, constitutions, and treatises of the Revolutionary period. Despite his
extraordinary achievements, Adams has always posed a genuine problem for historians. From the moment he
entered public life, he always seemed to travel the road not taken. Americans have rarely seen a political
leader of such fierce independence and unyielding integrity. Unable to meet falsehoods halfway and unwilling
to stop short of the truth, Adams was in constant battle with the accepted, the conventional, the fashionable,
and the popular. He would compromise neither with Governor Thomas Hutchinson nor with the Boston mob.
From his defense of English soldiers at the Boston Massacre trial to his treaty with the French in , he had a
way of shocking both his most ardent supporters and his most partisan opponents. To some, however, the
complexity of the man and his thought are the very reasons why he is worth studying. John Adams was born
on October 19, , in Braintree, Massachusetts. His father, Deacon John Adams, was a fifth-generation
Massachusetts farmer, and his mother, the former Susanna Boylston, descended from another old New
England family. After graduating from Harvard College, Adams taught school for three years and began
reading for a career in the law. To that end, he adopted a strict daily regimen of hard work and Spartan-like
austerity. Search for them in your own mind, in Roman, grecian, french, English Treatises of natural, civil,
common, Statute Law. Compare the different forms of it with each other and each of them with their Effects
on Public and private Happiness. Study Seneca, Cicero, and all other good moral Writers. Study Montesque,
Bolingbroke [Vinnius? In he married Abigail Smith to whom he was devoted for fifty-four years. Despite
many years of separation because of Edition: Together they had five children. The passage of the Stamp Act in
thrust Adams into the public affairs of colony and empire. In he refused a request from Governor Bernard to
accept the post of advocate general of the court of admiralty. In , he was elected to the Massachusetts House of
Representatives, and he later served as chief legal counsel to the Patriot faction and wrote several important
resolutions for the lower house in its running battle with Governor Thomas Hutchinson. He also wrote a
penetrating essay on the need for an independent judiciary, and his Novanglus letters are generally regarded as
the best expression of the American case against parliamentary sovereignty. The year was critical in
British-American relations, and it proved to be a momentous year for John Adams. Over the course of the next
two years no man worked as hard or played as important a role in the movement for independence. His first
great contribution to the American cause was to draft, in October , the principal clause of the Declaration of
Rights and Grievances. In the end, he worked tirelessly on some thirty committees. At the request of several
colleagues, Adams wrote his own constitutional blueprint. Published as Thoughts on Government, the
pamphlet circulated widely and constitution makers in at least four states used its design as a working model.
On June 10, Congress appointed a committee to prepare a declaration that would implement the following
resolution: John Dickinson argued forcefully against independence. When no one responded to Dickinson,
Adams rose and delivered a passionate but reasoned speech that moved the assembly to vote in favor of
independence. Subsequently adopted by the people of the Bay State, the Massachusetts Constitution of was
the most systematic and detailed constitution produced during the Revolutionary era. It was copied by other
states in later years, and it was an influential model for the framers of the Federal Constitution of Adams
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spent much of the s in Europe as a diplomat and propagandist for the American Revolution. He succeeded in
convincing the Dutch Republic to recognize American independence and he negotiated four critical loans with
Amsterdam bankers. It was during his time in London that Adams wrote his great treatise in political
philosophy, the three-volume A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States of America
â€” Written as a guidebook for American and European constitution makers, the Defence is a sprawling
historical survey and analysis of republican government and its philosophic foundations. The Defence
represents a unique attempt in the history of political philosophy to synthesize the classical notion of mixed
government with the modern teaching of separation of powers. We know that the book was influential at the
Constitutional Convention in and that it was used by French constitution makers in and again in After his
return to America in , Adams was twice elected vice president of the United States. He played virtually no role
in the decision-making processes of the administration and he was forced daily to quietly preside over the
Senate. His purpose in these essays was to lampoon the initial phase of the French Revolution and the
influence that its principles were then having in America. Unfortunately, the new president inherited two
intractable problems from George Washington: He then delivered a stinging rebuke to the high Federalists of
his own party by announcing the appointment of an American commissioner to negotiate a new peace treaty
with France. The crowning achievement of his presidency was the ensuing peace convention of that
reestablished American neutrality and commercial freedom. When Adams left office and returned to Quincy in
, he could proudly say that America was stronger and freer than the day he took office. The bitterness of his
electoral loss to Thomas Jefferson in soon faded as Adams spent the next twenty-five years enjoying the
scenes of domestic bliss and a newfound philosophic solitude. During his last quarter century he read widely
in philosophy, history, and theology, and in he reconciled with Jefferson and resumed with his friend at
Monticello a correspondence that is unquestionably the most impressive in the history of American letters. In
his final decade Adams experienced both tragedy and triumph. On October 28, , his beloved Abigail died, a
loss from which he would never quite recover. His only consolation during his last yearsâ€” indeed, it was a
moment of great prideâ€”was the election in of his son, John Quincy, to the highest office in the land. As the
fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of Independence approached, the ninety-one-year-old Adams was asked
to provide a toast for the upcoming celebration in Quincy. He offered as his final public utterance this solemn
toast: John Adams died on July 4, , fifty years to the day after the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
A great many books have been published in this century on the causes of the American Revolution. The
important question that most attempt to address is why the colonists acted as they did. What drove this
remarkably free and prosperous people to react so passionately and violently to the seemingly Edition: One
obvious place to look for answers to these questions is in the major speeches and pamphlets of the
Revolutionary era. But abstruse arguments derived from natural and constitutional law are no longer thought
to have determined the outcome of the Revolution one way or the other. John Adams thought otherwise.
During his retirement years, he was fond of saying that the War for Independence was a consequence of the
American Revolution. The real revolution, he declared, had taken place in the minds and hearts of the
colonists in the fifteen years prior to According to Adams, the American Revolution was first and foremost an
intellectual revolution. To assist us in recovering this forgotten world of John Adams, we might begin by
considering several questions: Why did Adams think there was a conspiracy by British officials to enslave
America? What evidence did he produce to demonstrate a British design against American liberties? Was
Adams an irrational revolutionary ideologue, or did his political thought represent a reasoned response to a
real threat? How did he understand the constitutional relationship between colonies and Parliament? Was
Adams a conservative defender of traditional colonial liberties or was he a revolutionary republican advancing
Enlightenment theories of natural law? What principles of liberty and equality, justice and virtue, did he think
worth defending? In the years before , he debated with American Loyalists and English imperial officials over
the principles of justice and the nature of rights. In the years after Independence, he turned to the task of
designing and constructing constitutions. Because he wrote so much over the course of sixty years and because
it is important that his writings be read unabridged, the selections in this volume have been limited to those
essays and reports written during the imperial crisis and the war for independence. John Adams had an
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enormous influence on the outcome of the American Revolution. He dedicated his life, his property, and his
sacred honor to the cause of liberty and to the construction of republican government in America. The force of
his reasoning, the depth of his political vision, and the integrity of his moral character are undeniable. From
the beginning of his public career until the very end he always acted on principle and from a profound love of
country. Readers must judge for themselves whether he is deserving of such accolades. We can say with
confidence, however, that no study of the American Revolution would be complete without confronting the
political ideas of John Adams. Ryerson, and Gordon S. Wood have, each in his own way, provided helpful
advice on this project. My greatest thanks go to my family. And it is their mother who steels me every day to
pursue justitiam ruat coelum. In turn, the Charles Francis Adams documents were reproduced from original
newspaper publications. In the spirit of introducing modern readers to documents reproduced in exactly the
same form in which they were read by eighteenth-century readers, I have decided against annotating any of
these documents. In order to recapture the distant past we must first appreciate its strangeness and
differentness from the present. My intention is to permit Adams to speak for himself and to challenge the
modern reader to further study the philosophic and political contexts in which Adams wrote. Nor, for the most
part, have I attempted to modernize the text. I have also removed all footnotes and annotation used by Charles
Francis Adams. Essays and Controversial Papers of the Revolution Edition:
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Samuel Blachley Webb describing courage and panic at Bunker Hill; Sarah Hodgkins writing longingly to her
absent soldier husband; Jabez Fitch recounting the last hours of a wounded American officer in Brooklyn;
Albigence Waldo chronicling the privations and miseries of Valley Forge; Otho Holland Williams recording
with appealing candor American defeats and victories in South Carolina. The volume also contains writings by
American Loyalists and by British officers and officials serving in America that provide provocative insights
into the losing side of an epochal conflict. All selections are written by people who were in America at the
time of the conflict. The American Revolution also includes a chronology of events, biographical and
explanatory notes, and an index. He is the author of The Great Experiment: Writings for The Library of
America. This Library of America series edition is printed on acid-free paper and features Smyth-sewn
binding, a full cloth cover, and a ribbon marker. Table of Contents Paul Revere: Massachusetts, April
Frederick MacKenzie: April Peter Oliver: Spring George Washington: June Peter Oliver: July The Continental
Congress: August Ethan Allen: December Isaac Senter: March Peter Oliver: July Landon Carter: Virginia,
Summer Ambrose Serle: July Joseph Reed: Summer Philip Vickers Fithian: August Jabez Fitch: Diary,
August , â€” Battle of Long Island: August Henry Strachey: September Ambrose Serle: Journal, September
15, â€” Battle of Kips Bay: New York, September Benjamin Trumbull: Pennsylvania, December Thomas
Paine: Diary, December , â€” Defending Philadelphia: New Jersey, December Thomas Rodney: Diary,
January , â€” Battle of Princeton: New Jersey, January Nicholas Cresswell: Journal, January , â€” News of
Trenton: Virginia, January Jabez Fitch: Narrative â€” American Prisoners in New York: August â€”January
John Peebles: Diary, February , â€” Skirmishing in New Jersey: March John Burgoyne: New York, June
William Digby: Pennsylvania, October Robert Morton: Diary, September December 14, â€” Occupation of
Philadelphia: September-December Sarah Wister: Pennsylvania, December Albigence Waldo: Valley Forge,
May Ambrose Serle: March-June The Continental Congress: New Jersey, June J. Narrative of the Wyoming
Massacre â€” Frontier Warfare: Pennsylvania, July Peter Oliver: Georgia, January George Rogers Clark:
Narrative of the March to Vincennes â€” Capture of Vincennes: To the Public, July 30, â€” Banishing Tories:
Philadelphia, July William Barton: October William Moultrie: July Otho Holland Williams: South Carolina,
August Royal Gazette: New York, September Benedict Arnold: October Anthony Allaire: South Carolina,
January Thomas Jefferson: New Jersey, January Royal Gazette: April Ebenezer Denny: November June Josiah
Atkins: June-July Ebenezer Denny: Journal, June July 7, â€” Skirmishing in Virginia: Virginia,
September-November St. Journal, September October 20, â€” Siege of Yorktown: Virginia, October Anna
Rawle: Diary, October 25, â€” Victory Celebrations in Philadelphia: October Robert Gray: August Ebenezer
Denny: January-December John Armstrong: The Newburgh Address, c. New York, March George
Washington: April â€” Washington at Newburgh: Summer â€” Loyalist Emigration: Annapolis, December
Contributors.
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Literature and the Arts in the Revolutionary Era B y the time of the American Revolution â€”83 , American
writers had ventured beyond the Puritan literary style and its religious themes and had developed styles of
writing that grew from distinctly American experiences. The Puritans were a group of Protestants who broke
with the Church of England ; they believed that church rituals should be simplified and that people should
follow strict religious discipline. The colonial fascination with science, nature, freedom, and innovation came
through in the writings of the Revolutionary period. The colonists developed their own way of speaking as
well, no longer copying the more formal style of British writers. The colonists who would form a new nation
were firm believers in the power of reason; they were ambitious, inquisitive, optimistic, practical, politically
astute, and self-reliant. What colonial children read Up until about twenty-five years before the Revolutionary
War began, the reading material for American children was restricted basically to the Bible and other religious
works. Gradually, additional books were published and read more widely. Rivaling the Bible in popularity
were almanacs. Children loved to read them for the stories, weather forecasts, poetry, news events, advice, and
other assorted and useful information they contained. Franklin see box titled "The Many Sides of Benjamin
Franklin" claimed to have written Poor Richard because his wife could not bear to see him "do nothing but
gaze at the Stars; and has threatened more than once to burn all my Booksâ€¦ if I do not make some profitable
Use of them for the good of my Family. Most of them were educational, with titles such as A Museum for
Young Gentlemen and Ladies or A private tutor for little Masters and Misses ; a how-to book on proper
behavior and The Pretty Book for Children ; a guide to the English language. Books were quite expensive in
the s, though, so children usually advanced from the Bible and religious verses straight to adult-type literature.
Especially popular in that category were storybooks such as Robinson Crusoe and Arabian Nights. Prior to the
Revolution, schoolbooks were imported from England and were available only to the wealthy. These books
stressed self-improvement through hard work and careful spending. Such qualities, it was believed, could lead
to wealth, which was the lesson learned in the popular storybook Goody Two-Shoes: The Means by which she
acquired her Learning and Wisdom, and in consequence thereof her Estate [everything she owned] Goody
Two-Shoes was a girl named Margery Meanwell, an orphan who was thrilled to receive two shoes to replace
her one. She rose from humble beginnings, learning to read and later becoming a teacher; she went on to
marry a wealthy man and matured into a "Lady" and a generous person. The role of satire in the Revolutionary
era Up until the Revolutionary era, the Puritans who had settled New England had a profound influence on
what was printed in the colonies: The Puritans frowned on dramatic performances, as well. But by the mids,
the Puritan influence was fading. In the first American acting troupe was established in Philadelphia. By the
mids, political writings by colonists were increasingly common and more and more forceful in nature. And the
hated Stamp Act , a tax law passed by the British in see Chapter 4: The Roots of Rebellion [â€”] , prompted an
even greater outpouring of writing of a political nature. Warren was the sister and wife of two patriots James
Otis and James Warren, respectively and an eager participant in the political meetings held so often at her
home. She was strategically placed in Boston to follow the events leading up to the American Revolution. The
Roots of Rebellion [â€”]. Although he foresees war, he also predicts fame, victory, and eternal prosperity for
the party of liberty. During the war, Warren wrote several other dramatic satires that actively promoted the
revolutionary cause, but her plays were never performed on stage.
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It changes the boundary lines, and leaves colonists to deal with the new land arrangements, and Great Britain
wants them to contribute to the cost of the war. Oct 7, The Proclamationof Great Britain no longer allows
colonists to move west and settle past the Appalachian Mountains. This land was supposed to be for the
expansion of the colonists, but was now being reserved for the Native Americans, which angered the colonists
who saw their right being violated. They also made more items that could only be sold to England or through
England to the rest of the world. Sep 1, The Currency Act Great Britain tells the colonists they cannot print
their own money so as to curb inflation. This taxed all paper goods, including newspaper, licenses, books and
pamphlets, dice and cards. It goes into effect in November. Jun 18, The Quartering Act of Makes the colonies
pay for the troops who have protected them. Jun 29, The Townshend Revenue Acts Parliament begins taxing
many other items, like glass and tea, in order to make more money. This causes further strain between
colonies, who feel violated with all the taxes that are now enforced, and Great Britain, who feel they are valid.
They receive no colonist army to defend the city, which is embarrassing and sets them as an example. Oct 29,
Non-importation agreement Colonists begin the economic boycott, also called the non-importation agreement.
This is a tactful way to protest the new British taxes, where the colonists do not use British goods to express
their discontent with their government. This eventually spreads throughout the colonies, uniting them in a
common goal against England. Mar 5, Townshend Acts repealed The Townshend Acts are repealed, and all
are taken away by Parliament except for the tax on tea. This is important because Parliament merely wants
peace in the colonies, and folding shows how little control and authority they actually have. Mar 5, The
Boston Massacre On the same day in the colonies, angry citizens taunt British soldiers, who, after being
harassed and thrown rocks at, eventually open fire and kill five people. Although John Adams defends the
soldiers, the event was still seen as an attack on colonial interests, but they calm down. Jun 29, King pays
governors and judges in the colonies The King announces that he will begin paying the salaries of the royal
governors and judges who work in Massachusetts. This outrages colonists because they feel that those will be
biased powerful people, who see the movement as an infiltration of their systems. Now, the colonists only
have one source for their tea, which eliminates all the competition for the East India Company formerly they
had smuggled tea. It also emphasized England feeling the right to tax them, which lead to further boycotts.
Dec 10, The BostonTea Party Colonists dress up as Indians and board tea- bearing ships and throw the
merchandise overboard. This was a blatant disregard for the law, and was the last straw for England, who then
became stricter. May 1, Coercive or Intolerable Acts Parliament closed the Boston port after the Tea Party,
saying it would remain that way until the money was paid for the loss of tea. This significantly affected the
economy in the colonies that depended on the prominent port. It also gave governors the power to break up
town meetings, which prevented the vital flow of information in the active city, which felt attack on the
colonists. Boston encourages everyone else to cease trade. The 55 delegates talked about the potential for war
and reconciliation. They create an army of 20, to be lead by George Washington. His powerful and
straightforward writing is easily accessible and spreads quickly throughout the colonies. This writing explains
why each person should be interested in independence by attacking the British government. His radicalism
draws attention and unites the colonists. The King rejected the Olive Branch Petition, so this is the final option
for the colonists, and war begins.
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His father was a Mercedarian "commendator" and religious refugee who converted to Calvinism in Geneva.
At the age of sixteen, Marat left home in search of new opportunities, aware of the limited opportunities for
outsiders. His highly educated father had been turned down for several college secondary teaching posts. After
two years there he moved on to Paris where he studied medicine without gaining any formal qualifications.
Moving to London in , for fear of being "drawn into dissipation," he set himself up informally as a doctor,
befriended the Royal Academician artist Angelica Kauffman , and began to mix with Italian artists and
architects in the coffee houses around Soho. Highly ambitious, but without patronage or qualifications, he set
about inserting himself into the intellectual scene with works on philosophy "A philosophical Essay on Man,"
published and political theory "Chains of Slavery," published His first political work, Chains of Slavery,
inspired by the extra-parliamentary activities of the disenfranchised MP, and later Mayor of London, John
Wilkes , was most probably compiled in the central library there. A published essay on curing a friend of
gleets gonorrhoea probably helped to secure his medical referees for an MD from the University of St
Andrews in June In , Marat moved to Paris following a brief stopover in Geneva to visit his family. Soon he
was publishing works on fire and heat, electricity and light. He then went on to publish three much more
detailed and extensive works, expanding on each of his areas of research. His method was to describe in detail
the meticulous series of experiments he had undertaken on a problem, seeking to explore and then exclude all
possible conclusions but the one he reached. Since the Academy had endorsed his methods but said nothing to
agree with his conclusions, this claim drew the ire of Antoine Lavoisier , who demanded that the Academy
repudiate it. When the Academy did so, this marked the beginning of worsening relations between Marat and
many of its leading members. A number of them, including Lavoisier himself, as well as Condorcet and
Laplace took a strong dislike to Marat. When a beam of sunlight shone through an aperture, passed through a
prism and projected colour onto a wall, the splitting of the light into colours took place not in the prism, as
Newton maintained, but at the edges of the aperture itself. Over a period of seven months, from June to
January , Marat performed his experiments in the presence of the commissioners so that they could appraise
his methods and conclusions. The drafting of their final report was assigned to Jean-Baptiste Le Roy. The
report was finally produced after many delays in May , and consisted of just three short paragraphs.
Significantly, the report concluded that "these experiments are so very numerous According to the title page it
was printed in London, meaning either that Marat could not get the official censor to approve it, or he did not
want to spend the time and effort to do so. One of his major areas of interest was in electrical attraction and
repulsion. Repulsion, he held, was not a basic force of nature. He addressed a number of other areas of enquiry
in his work, concluding with a section on lightning rods which argued that those with pointed ends were more
effective than those with blunt ends, and denouncing the idea of " earthquake rods " advocated by Pierre
Bertholon de Saint-Lazare. Benjamin Franklin visited him on several occasions and Goethe described his
rejection by the Academy as a glaring example of scientific despotism. It was a polemic for penal reform,
inspired by Rousseau and Cesare Beccaria , which had been entered into a competition announced by the
Berne economic society in February and backed by Frederick the Great and Voltaire. She was the sister-in-law
of his typographer, Jean-Antoine Corne, and had lent him money and sheltered him on several occasions.
Marat only emerged publicly on the 10 August insurrection , when the Tuileries Palace was invaded and the
royal family forced to shelter within the Legislative Assembly. The spark for this uprising was the Brunswick
Manifesto , which called for the crushing of the Revolution and helped to inflame popular outrage in Paris. He
called on draftees to kill the prisoners before they could be freed. Of these, were nonjuring Catholic priests;
most of the remainder were common criminals. Marat was elected to the National Convention in September as
one of 26 Paris deputies, although he belonged to no party. His stance during the trial of the deposed king
Louis XVI was unique. From January to May, Marat fought bitterly with the Girondins, whom he believed to
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be covert enemies of republicanism. The Girondins fought back and demanded that Marat be tried before the
Revolutionary Tribunal. After attempting to avoid arrest for several days Marat was finally imprisoned. On 24
April, he was brought before the Tribunal on the charges that he had printed in his paper statements calling for
widespread murder as well as the suspension of the Convention. Marat decisively defended his actions, stating
that he had no evil intentions directed against the Convention. Marat was acquitted of all charges to the riotous
celebrations of his supporters. Forced to retire from the Convention as a result of his worsening skin disease,
he continued to work from home, where he soaked in a medicinal bath. Now that the Montagnards no longer
needed his support in the struggle against the Girondins, Robespierre and other leading Montagnards began to
separate themselves from him, while the Convention largely ignored his letters. The assassination of Marat by
Charlotte Corday on 13 July Marat was in his bathtub on 13 July, when a young woman from Caen , Charlotte
Corday , appeared at his flat, claiming to have vital information on the activities of the escaped Girondins who
had fled to Normandy. Their interview lasted around fifteen minutes. He asked her what was happening in
Caen and she explained, reciting a list of the offending deputies. After he had finished writing out the list,
Corday claimed that he told her, "Their heads will fall within a fortnight," a statement she later changed at her
trial to, "Soon I shall have them all guillotined in Paris. The massive bleeding was fatal within seconds. From
her own account, and those of witnesses, it is clear that she had been inspired by Girondin speeches to a hatred
of the Montagnards and their excesses, symbolised most powerfully in the character of Marat. Charlotte
Corday was guillotined on 17 July for the murder. During her four-day trial, she testified that she had carried
out the assassination alone, saying "I killed one man to save , The painter Jacques-Louis David , a member of
one of the two "Great Committees" the Committee of General Security , was asked to organise a grand
funeral. Like Jesus, Marat loved ardently the people, and only them. Like Jesus, Marat hated kings, nobles,
priests, rogues and, like Jesus, he never stopped fighting against these plagues of the people. Marat became a
common name, and Marat Fjord in Severnaya Zemlya was named after him. Russian battleship Petropavlovsk
Russian: was renamed Marat in on 3 January , shortly after the Bolsheviks took over the city. Jelinek noted
that his skin disease was intensely itchy , blistering , began in the perianal region, and was associated with
weight loss leading to emaciation. He was sick with it for the three years prior to his assassination, and spent
most of this time in his bathtub. There were various minerals and medicines that were present in his bath while
he soaked to help ease the pain caused by the disease. The bandana that is seen wrapped around his head was
soaked in vinegar to reduce the severity of his discomfort. A journalist for Le Figaro tracked down the tub in
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